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Abstract
Massively parallel computational ﬂuid dynamics codes that have to stream solution data to a visualisa-
tion or postprocessing component in each time step often are IO-bounded. This is especially cumbersome if
the succeeding components require the simulation data only in a coarse resolution or only in speciﬁc subre-
gions. We suggest to replace the streaming data approach found in many applications with a query-driven
communication paradigm where the postprocessing components explicitly inform the ﬂuid solver which data
they need in which resolution in which subregions. Two case studies reveal that such a data exchange
paradigm reduces the memory footprint of the exchanged data as well as the latency of the data deliv-
ery, and that the approach scales. In particular geometric multigrid solvers based upon a non-overlapping
domain decomposition can answer such queries eﬃciently.
Keywords: Computational steering, Computational ﬂuid mechanics, Multiscale methods, Domain
decomposition, Problem solving environments
1. Introduction
The computer science challenges in computational ﬂuid dynamics (CFD) nowadays comprise, besides the
pure simulation tasks, software integration aspects, too. CFD codes have to ﬁt into the scientiﬁc application
landscape. They become one component in a zoo of components, i.e. their output data is postprocessed by
multiple codes and they also react to input. These data exchange characteristics describe one fundamental
challenge of computational steering and visual supercomputing [1]. In this context, we analyse two case
studies highlighting shortcomings of classical data ﬂow paradigms: ﬂow through a porous media, and a
transient ﬂow which is used as input data for an external tool tracking particles suspended in the medium.
Both applications have three properties in common: To track the solution in time, we need an on-the-ﬂy
visualisation of the ﬂuid ﬁeld on a rather coarse level of detail. To monitor and postprocess the regions of
particular interest—narrow passages in the porous medium or regions around the particles—we need a very
detailed representation of the velocities and the pressure there. Finally, these regions change in time.
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Many CFD applications write the whole simulation data—simulation snapshots—to a stream. Remote
applications then interpret the data through appropriate postprocessing techniques. We found this classical
approach inadequate due to bandwidth restrictions. This is particularly annoying, as most of the data is
not required in full resolution. We found a preprocessing step on the CFD side which reduces the amount
of data inadequate, as our consecutive codes need the data in diﬀerent resolutions in diﬀerent regions and
these regions are time-dependent and not known a priori. We found storing data on a medium attached to
the supercomputer inadequate as the data size is enormous. We found streaming the dynamically adaptive
grids of the CFD solver inadequate, as our visualisation and postprocessing algorithms were written for
regular Cartesian grids.
In this paper, we propose a two-fold strategy that overcomes these drawbacks. As we switch from a
producer-consumer paradigm to a client-server architecture, the ﬂuid solver acts as server for the consecutive
codes. And as we switch from ﬁre-and-forget semantics to an on-demand paradigm, the CFD code delivers
only data really required by the postprocessing steps, i.e. we “invest” bandwidth where it does the most
good. The key ingredient here is a query language: the postprocessing codes pass queries to the ﬂuid solver.
These queries comprise the spatial region of interest, the resolution, and the variable of interest. The solver
then returns a Cartesian grid of the requested data. This is a low-overhead data structure well-suited for our
postprocessing needs (e.g. well-suited for textures of a GPU). Besides the simplicity of the data structures,
our server implementation also exploits the multiscale nature of the parallel solver to react to the queries
fast. A combination of these two ideas reduces the bandwidth required, as solely data needed is streamed to
other codes, the response time scales on a parallel computer due to the structuredness and simplicity of the
data streamed, the answer latency is small due to the asynchronous answering where the multiscale solver
uses already coarsed data, and the multilevel and adaptive grids from the CFD code are hidden from the
postprocessing units, i.e. the solver neither is to be tailored to consecutive steps nor do the postprocessing
codes know the solver’s realisation.
How to postprocess simulation data on a supercomputer eﬃciently is a challenge gaining impact due to
the massive rise of cores on supercomputers. At least three trends are studied extensively: First, in-situ
postprocessing where the postprocessing is done directly on the computing node [1, 2]. Such an approach is
suitable particularly on heterogeneous environments with graphics cards physically attached to the comput-
ing node as postprocessing devices, and it streams only data really studied to the user. Second, in-situ data
conversion where the data on the supercomputing is converted into a format ﬁtting to the postprocessing
needs such as texture maps [3], into multiscale representations [4], or is compressed such as proposed in
[5] or indexed by well-suited keys [6]. Third, IO forwarding where the slow IO operations are deployed to
specialised cores [7]—an idea integrating pervasive parallelism into the data ﬂow architecture.
Our approach is orthogonal and might be combined with all three trends to tackle the data exploration
challenge holistically as postulated by [8]. While it does some in-situ postprocessing, it however diﬀers
from many in-situ approaches as it does not deploy all the postprocessing tasks to postprocessing cores
or cards. Instead, it already reduces the data streamed to these devices. In this context, it is a complex
stream processing on the data source node for scientiﬁc computing. Simulation data is ﬁltered according
to prescribed needs, and only these data is streamed to the postprocessing nodes. The computing nodes
are not a sole data source but the supercomputer becomes a demand-driven data server similar to [9] that
supports multiresolution remote rendering [4]. In return, the delivered data exhibits a low memory overhead
and is perfectly suited for texture-based postprocessing [3], i.e. can take beneﬁt of GPU cards attached to
the supercomputing node. The combination of several queries with diﬀerent resolutions facilitates AMR-like
postprocessing [10]. In the following, we put these integration aspects from end-to-end supercomputing
aside and neglect sophisticated in-situ postprocessing. Consequently, our idea of a query and data of
interest comprises solely spatial information and, diﬀerent to database aligned approaches, does not take
into account the semantics of the data such as upper and lower thresholds—techniques referred to as query-
driven visualisation [6].
The remainder is organised as follows: We ﬁrst introduce our two application examples. In Section 3,
we then present our query language and, hence, deﬁne the data exchange paradigm, before we give some
details on the realisation in Section 4. Some results (Section 5) and a short conclusion close the discussion.
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2. Application Examples
2.1. Flow through porous media
The ﬁrst application demonstrator is a scenario from computational ﬂuid dynamics where a chemical
substance pervades a porous rock ﬁlled with water. As the rock’s conductivity is neglectable, the substance
spreads solely in the water. While the diﬀusion equation underlying this experiment follows a state-of-
the-art ﬁnite element formulation being suﬃciently robust and accurate, the representation and handling
of the porous media is diﬃcult. Due to a lack of microscale data, we synthetically generate porous media
geometries resulting from a combination of spheres (sphere package) and other geometric primitives, and
tailor these artiﬁcial geometries manually to make it ﬁt to real measurements. Passed to the ﬁnite element
solver, such grids tend to induce geometric locking where the clearance between rock obstacles is blocked
due to an insuﬃcient tessellation accuracy (Figure 1). While some lockings might resemble the real world
where the rocks glue to their neighbours, others are physically incorrect and not in accordance with the
imitated and measured real-world ﬂow. Reﬁning the grid in-between the rocks or slight manipulations of
the rock surface shape then put things right.
Figure 1: The discretised model introduces unphysical impenetrable regions for the ﬂuid (left); user zooms into these regions
interactively while the simulation runs to analyse whether the experimental setup has to be modiﬁed or whether there is a
really an obstacle. To zoom into the data the user posts a query to a single point of contact, which represents a parallel server
and waits for the merged answer(right). As a result, the user guides the grid to reﬁne some regions further to avoid the locking.
Our vision of a simulation workﬂow reads as follows: We provide the user with a very coarse on-the-
ﬂy visualisation of the diﬀusion process. Throughout the simulation, the user then identiﬁes regions with
unphysically lockings, zooms into these regions, analyses them, and modiﬁes the discretisation. Multiple
regions of special interest might exist, and regions visualised with multiple level of details might overlap.
The geometry manipulations in this computational steering scenario are facilitated by the remeshing feature
of our CFD code, so the challenge is to give the user the opportunity to ﬁnd and study the locking regions
while the simulation runs on the supercomputer.
2.2. Drift Ratchet
The second application demonstrator is a scenario from microscale particle transportation studies [11].
Here, water swaps forth and back through very small asymmetric pores. Particles are suspended in the
water and swap forth and back, too. However, their runtime behaviour diﬀers from the periodic water ﬂow,
as the Brownian motion of the ﬂuid molecules induces some long-term particle drift along or versus the
water oscillation direction.
Our simulation exhibits three processing stages where we do not compute a classical ﬂuid-structure
interaction but work with virtual particles which are not taken into account by the CFD code. First, we
simulate the water movement without any particle. Second, we add Brownian motion to the ﬂuid ﬁeld.
Third, we derive the (virtual) particle’s movement and rotation due to the well-known Faxe´n’s correction
[12] on the modiﬁed ﬂuid ﬁeld. Finally, we update its position. This can be done for multiple particles
simultaneously, as no particle-ﬂow impact is taken into account, i.e. we take the same ﬂuid ﬁeld to track
several virtual particles at the same time. Also, one ﬂuid ﬁeld is used to derive several variants of the
stochastic ﬂuid ﬁeld disturbed by Brownian motion.
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Again, we provide the user with a very coarse on-the-ﬂy visualisation of the ﬂow ﬁeld augmented by
particle position data. As Brownian motion is a local eﬀect, we add Brownian motion only to the ﬂuid
data around our virtual particles, only to subregions. As Brownian motion is a small-scale eﬀect, this is
done on a very ﬁne grid. As multiple particles are studied simultaneously, multiple regions with a very ﬁne
resolution have to be tracked. Both experiments are conducted with our CFD code based on Peano [13, 14].
It works on adaptive Cartesian grids. A local workstation acts as visualisation and postprocessing device
while Peano runs on a supercomputer with several thousand cores.
3. The query language
Bandwidth restrictions are particular cumbersome, since, for most of the simulation domain, a very
coarse representation of the ﬂuid ﬁeld is suﬃcient. However, a simple level of detail approach delivering a
ﬁrst snapshot in a coarse resolution is not well-suited here, as the ﬂuid solver does not know what regions
are of interest currently—due to diﬀerent requirements of the consecutive processing steps and due to the
user visualising and studying (parts of) the data. Our postprocessing components hence submit queries
deﬁning both the exact region of interest and the data to be studied, as well as the required resolution to
the server. The server then sends back answers containing these data, i.e. it does not ﬂood the system with
all the simulation data (ﬁre-and-forget semantics) but tailors the results delivered to the requirements.
Algorithm 1 There are three diﬀerent queries to obtain data from the ﬂuid solver. They deﬁne the interface
of a QueryServer. The right column shows typically answers of the simplest version (without the chemical
diﬀusion) of our ﬂuid solver working on a unit square computational domain.
interface QueryServer {
getSimulationOutline(
out int dimension, 3
out double[] boundingBoxOffset, (0,0,0)
out double[] boundingBox (1,1,1)
)
getScopes(
out int numberOfScopes, 2
out int[] scopeCardinality, {1,3}
out string[] descriptionOfScope {pressure,velocity}
)
getData(
in int scope,
in double[] boundingBoxOffset,
in double[] boundingBox,
in int[] resolution,
out double[] data
);
}
There are three types of queries (Algorithm 1): One query makes the server return the outline of
the computational domain. One query makes the server return an enumerated list of scopes. A scope
corresponds to a solver variable such as velocity, pressure, or boundary type, and it comprises a cardinality
and a description. For scalar data such as the pressure, the cardinality is one. For vector data, it equals the
spatial dimension of the CFD solver. The third query ﬁnally makes the server return one scope’s data from
a given region with a certain resolution. It is well-deﬁned by its scope identiﬁer, the bounding box given by
a hexahedron, and the oﬀset (translation) of this bounding box relative to the coordinate system’s origin, as
well as the resolution of the data required. The resolution prescribes a regular, equidistant Cartesian grid.
The ﬁrst two queries are typically asked once per client. With a list of scopes at hand, the client then
asks for data (getData) in combination with a certain resolution and bounding box describing a Cartesian
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grid. The returned ﬂoating point arrays’ cardinality results from the query resolution times the cardinality
of the scope. If the client asks for a vector ﬁeld such as the velocity for example, the server returns three
entries per Cartesian grid point. While it is possible to hard-wire the scopes and their cardinalities, a ﬂexible
black-box encapsulation where the client ﬁrst of all gets a list of all scopes and then accesses the scopes
individually provides us with some ﬂexibility. As a result, it is possible to run several CFD simulations
simultaneously on one query server. Furthermore, if we augment the CFD simulation by a diﬀusion, e.g.,
the client modules interpreting the velocity data or the pressure, respectively, have not to be adopted.
4. Realisation
The query types prescribe an interface of the CFD solver code (Algorithm 1). Our solver hence is a
server and the postprocessing components act as clients invoking the remote functions on the server. Queries
deﬁne regular Cartesian grids with a certain query mesh width. Due to this simplicity, it is straightforward
how to decompose a query into several disjoint queries. The counterpart, i.e the merging of queries, is
straightforward, too, and describes a binning data composition.
4.1. Multiscale Representation
Our CFD code implements a geometric multiscale solver [14]. Due to an octree-like approach similar to
[2], it holds the computational grid in diﬀerent resolutions. We embed our grid into an axis-aligned bounding
box, and then cut the grid recursively into pieces along each coordinate axis. Whether this recursive process
is to be stopped is decided for each element in each step independently of its neighbours. Such a process
yields adaptive Cartesian grids, and it also yields a cascade of ﬁner and ﬁner tessellations. While the
resulting adaptive grid deﬁnes our ﬁne grid for the solution of the computational ﬂuid dynamics problem,
we use the coarser grids of the construction process as coarse grids of the multigrid solver.
Figure 2: For each query (grayed regular grid, left), the multiscale solver determines which cells of which multiresolution of
the adaptive grid are best-suited to answer the query (grayed cells, middle); the query answering process relies on the solution
projected to coarser levels (right).
Such a simple construction process on the one hand facilitates the realisation of dynamic time-dependent
adaptivity. Whenever a reﬁnement criterion identiﬁes a cell inducing an error that is higher than a given
threshold, we reﬁne this cell. The counterpart, i.e. the merge of diﬀerent cells, equals a coarsening. On
the other hand, the visualisation of solutions on such grids requires the application to stream the grid’s
adjacency and connectivity information for each time step, as the grid itself might change each time step.
Our multigrid solver’s realisation follows the idea of a full approximation storage scheme. The important
property of this scheme is that the algorithm does not process a correction equation on coarse levels but
that it works on a coarsened variant of the solution itself. Whenever the solver derives a solution on any
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ﬁne grid, this solution is immediately projected back to all the coarser grids due to a simple induction. As
the grids are nested into each other, this projection is a trivial copying—the coarse grid vertices also are ﬁne
grid vertices. Our solver process is merged with the query mechanism. After each solver step (a smoothing
step throughout a V -cycle for example), it checks the queue of incoming queries. If the ﬂuid solver has
received a query throughout the iteration, it takes the coarsest geometric representation where each cell of
the grid either contains at most one point of the query grid or belongs to the computational ﬁne grid. In
each cell holding a point of the query grid, it then takes the (coarsened) solution and projects this solution
onto the query grid (Figure 2).
The queries represent a snapshot of the solution, as the query answering process is not synchronised
with the multigrid cycles. If the multiscale solver is processing a ﬁner grid than the query grid, the queries
return a coarsened representation of the current solution. To derive this representation, the server however
does not have to run through the whole tessellation. It uses the coarsest grid that is well-suited to answer
to the query. If the multiscale solver is processing a coarser grid than the query grid, the queries return the
snapshot from an old, suﬃciently ﬁne resolution. As the solution to our parabolic Navier-Stokes equations
does not change rapidly from time step to time step, this asynchronous approach might return data which
is not the precise solution to the current time step’s problem. Yet, the query server’s latency is low.
4.2. Parallelisation
The ﬂuid solver realises a non-overlapping domain decomposition. Domain decomposition and query
decomposition go hand in hand: one single node of the supercomputer is the single point of contact (SPoC)
and receives the queries ΩQuery from the clients. It then decomposes the queries according to the domain
decomposition, and each computing node of the supercomputer receives the part of the query grid solely
overlapping the domain it is responsible for, i.e. if a node handles a subdomain Ωi and receives the query,
it handles solely to ΩQuery ∩ Ωi. All the query subparts are sent back to the SPoC, merged there, and sent
back to the client (Figure 3).
Figure 3: The query deﬁnes a regular Cartesian grid, and the CFD solver’s domain decomposition (both left) splits up this
query into diﬀerent subqueries accordingly (right).
Several properties stem from this parallelisation approach: First, the parallelisation is hidden from the
postprocessing steps due to the single point of contact. The postprocessing steps can use the solver running
on a diﬀerent machine in a black-box manner. Second, nodes handling subdomains that do not intersect with
the query grid are not involved in the query answering process. The query thus often aﬀects only a small
part of the computing nodes and these computing nodes then share the total communication bandwidth.
Third, as the individual nodes apply their multiscale answering mechanism to process the queries and as
the grid typically exhibits regions of completely diﬀerent resolution, some nodes return their subquery grids
immediately while others send back their data later, as the data collection process is more complex due to
the ﬁner grid. This sending back of data runs in the background of the solver, i.e. is hidden behind the
computations, Finally, the mapping from ﬂuid data onto the query grid is parallelised due to the domain
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decomposition. It scales. The merge process in turn is very simple as the Ωi are disjoint and the exchanged
data structures are very simple.
We discuss the handling of one query in Section 4.1 and 4.2. However, our realisation accepts multiple
queries simultaneously, and they are also processed simultaneously. The answering process however is not
synchronised: Queries inducing a coarser mesh grid than other queries might be answered faster and, if this
is the case, are sent back earlier. Queries aﬀecting only one single node of the partitioned domain might be
answered faster, too, and, if this is the case, are sent back earlier.
5. Results
We tested our query approach for the two diﬀerent application areas with two supercomputers: the
BlueGene/P system Shaheen at the King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST), and
the BlueGene/P system Jugene at the Ju¨lich Supercomputing Centre. Both supercomputers ran our PDE
solver framework Peano with its CFD plug-in2, i.e. they acted as server. For the client submitting the queries,
we built a problem solving environment on top of our Eclipse plug-in sciCoDE3 that picks up the component
concept of the common component architecture (CCA) community [15], simpliﬁes it, and provides a graphical
user interface to it. It runs on local workstations (Figure 4) and interprets the query server running remotely,
the Brownian motion module, the geometry manipulation facilities, and the visualisation codes as individual
components. The query interface then describes a component-component connection.
Figure 4: Our problem solving environment is running on a local workstations. It submits queries to the supercomputing acting
as query server and interprets the data returned.
For both experiments, we studied the behaviour for several time steps and for comparable resolutions,
conﬁgurations, and queries. Then, we averaged the results, as both experiments exhibit similar behaviour.
The runtime and the memory footprint of the queries are compared to the CFD solver writing one complete
solution snapshot. Solution snapshot comprises both the solution data of the variables of interest and the
grid connectivity which has to be written together with the simulation data for each time step as the grid
changed permanently. Of interest are the velocities and the density of the chemical or the velocities and
the pressure, respectively, i.e. d + 1 doubles per query point. The questions to be answered are ”how does
the query mechanism ﬁt to the regular data structures and how does it ﬁt to diﬀerent paradigm of adaptive
grids”, ”how does the query server’s behaviour depend on diﬀerent resolutions of both queries and grids
2www5.in.tum.de/peano
3www5.in.tum.de/scicode
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Table 1: Comparison of memory footprint of the CFD solver with the memory requirements Mem of three diﬀerent query
combinations and d = 2. All memory measurements in MByte, the percentage below is related to the ﬁrst column of the
corresponding row.
CFD Setup Experiment 1 Experiment 2 Experiment 3
Grid #Cells Mem Queries Mem Queries Mem Queries Mem
regular 3.5 · 105 81.36 128× 32 0.10 128× 32 0.12 128× 32 0.22
100% 0.12% 16× 64 0.15% 16× 64 0.27%
32× 128
regular 3.2 · 106 728.99 256× 64 0.38 256× 64 0.48 256× 64 1.24
100% 0.05% 32× 128 0.07% 32× 128 0.17%
64× 512
regular 2.9 · 107 6570.52 512× 128 1.51 512× 128 1.90 512× 128 4.92
100% 0.02% 64× 256 0.03% 64× 256 0.07%
128× 1024
adaptive 2.1 · 104 4.88 128× 32 0.10 128× 32 0.12 128× 32 0.22
100% 2.05% 16× 64 2.46% 16× 64 4.51%
32× 128
adaptive 1.0 · 105 23.10 256× 64 0.38 256× 64 0.48 256× 64 1.24
100% 1.64% 32× 128 2.08% 32× 128 5.37%
64× 512
adaptive 3.0 · 105 68.70 512× 128 1.51 512× 128 1.90 512× 128 4.92
100% 2.2% 64× 256 2.78% 64× 256 7.16%
128× 1024
Table 2: Table 1 continued for d = 3. Again [Mem]=MByte.
CFD Setup Experiment 1 Experiment 2 Experiment 3
Grid #Cells Mem Queries Mem Queries Mem Queries Mem
regular 8.6 · 107 2.7 · 104 128× 32× 32 4.29 128× 32× 32 6.48 128× 32× 32 23.24
100% 0.01% 16× 64× 64 0.02% 16× 64× 64 0.09%
32× 128× 128
regular 2.3 · 109 5.4 · 105 256× 64× 64 33.13 256× 64× 64 49.89 256× 64× 64 571.92
100% 0.01% 32× 128× 128 0.01% 32× 128× 128 0.1%
64× 512× 512
adaptive 1.9 · 106 598.04 128× 32× 32 4.29 128× 32× 32 6.48 128× 32× 32 23.24
100% 0.72% 16× 64× 64 1.08% 16× 64× 64 3.89%
32× 128× 128
adaptive 1.5 · 107 4576.89 256× 64× 64 33.13 256× 64× 64 49.89 256× 64× 64 571.92
100% 0.72% 32× 128× 128 1.09% 32× 128× 128 12.5%
64× 512× 512
in terms of memory”, ”how does it react to multiple queries”, and ”how does the answering ﬁt to the
parallel solver”. The tables give ﬁgures for regular and adaptive grids, for diﬀerent simulation grid sizes,
for diﬀerent query sizes, and for diﬀerent numbers of queries sent simultaneously to the query server. The
queries correspond to the level of detail study described in the motivation: First, we analyse the global ﬂuid
behaviour on a rather coarse grid. Then, we zoom into the regions of interest with one or two ﬁner queries.
The experiments in Table 1 and Table 2 reveal that the query mechanism reduces the memory footprint of
the data to be transferred back to the problem solving environment by orders of magnitude. The reduction
eﬀect is more signiﬁcant for regular grids, and it is more signiﬁcant for d = 3 than for d = 2: As the
solver uses an adaptive Cartesian grid that is adopted to the solver’s needs autonomously, increasing the
simulation’s resolution in particular aﬀects the boundary resolution. The solver identiﬁes that the biggest
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Figure 5: Runtimes of the regular grid CFD solver (d = 2) for six diﬀerent core numbers. The runtimes are normalised with
respect to the single node runtime streaming the whole grid.
errors stem from an insuﬃcient boundary resolution and, hence, it reﬁnes there more aggressively than
it does in other regions of the computational domain. Our query grids however are independent of the
boundary resolution and the answering process is independent of the additional eﬀort the CFD solver has
to spend to tackle the boundary.
The experiments in Figure 5 study one iteration of the CFD code working on a regular grid that streams
either the whole grid or the answer to one query to the postprocessing components. All runtimes are
normalised with respect to the single node performance streaming of the whole grid. The ﬁgures reveal that
the approach scales, i.e. does not harm the parallel eﬃciency of the original CFD code. This is on the one
hand due to the fact that the query answering for the multiscale algorithm runs in the background of the
actual solver. It is hidden behind the computation completely, if the problem size per computing node is
suﬃciently big. On the other hand, it is also due to the fact that the data merge for the queries can run in
parallel to the computations on the SPoC—as soon as query data arrives at the SPoC, the server mergers
it into the query answer data structure. If we stream the whole experiment data, this merge phase has to
take place after the computing iteration has ﬁnished introducing a sequential postprocessing phase.
6. Conclusion and outlook
In this paper, we introduce a very simple data exchange interface consisting of only three operations.
The underlying communication paradigm switches from a ﬁre-and-forget to a demand-driven approach: the
simulation code does not deliver data permanently, but delivers solely data that is explicitly requested. A
request comprises not only the type of the data but also its bounding box and the required resolution. Such
a communication scheme coins the layout of computational steering and interactive visualisation simulation
environments: they are not data-ﬂow driven anymore, but rely on the exchange of data requirements.
Our realisation of the query server replying to queries reveals that in particular parallel multiscale solvers
beneﬁt from the demand-driven paradigm. With a multiscale representation of the solution at hand, they
deliver query answers fast as they systematically pick out an appropriate grid resolution that ﬁts to the
query’s resolution. With a domain decomposition of the solution at hand, computing nodes of the query
server answer to those parts of the query where they already hold the data of the corresponding subdomain.
These two advantages lead to a scaling query server with a low latency. Besides the runtime, the simplicity
of the queries implies that the memory overhead for the query data is very low. There is no connectivity
or adjacency information to be stored. Furthermore, aspects like the domain decomposition as well as the
adaptive structure of the simulation grid are hidden from the postprocessing units.
Future work in our group comprises some natural extension points: First, the requirement-driven commu-
nication paradigm has to be shown to be of value for further real-world, massively parallel applications—in
terms of usability, in terms of performance, and in terms of data volume. Second, while the single point of
contact paradigm makes the coupling of diﬀerent applications running with diﬀerent decomposition schemes
on diﬀerent computers simple, it induces a critical, sequential communication point and, almost for sure, will
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slow down the overall application as soon as the postprocessing components run in parallel, too. However,
with diﬀerent parallel codes coupled due to queries, query server nodes could communicate to requesting
client nodes directly. Third, our implementation does not use any IO forwarding yet. However, the ap-
proach is well-suited for IO forwarding and can beneﬁt from it. Finally, our work does not take into account
any in-situ processing and data compression yet. Particularly promising is the combination of our query
mechanism with database alike select statements (select for example only values bigger than a threshold) as
well as reduce and simple data manipulation operations (such as normalisation of all query data, e.g.)—an
approach similar to on-the-ﬂy event processing for discrete data. Such queries can be deployed to IO nodes
or processed in-situ and, once again, reduce the communication ressource requirements. We end up with
more science per transferred byte.
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